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Abstract 

Antigravity means that Reducing, canceling, or protecting against the effect of gravity.Many people seem to think 

NASA has secret training rooms in which gravity can be turned off. Aside from the long-running Anti Gravity 

column in Scientific American, however, there is no such thing as antigravity. Gravity is a force arising among any 

two masses in the universe.In this work you can discover 4 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions, and related 

words for anti-gravity, like: antigravity, gyroscope, remote-controlled and propulsion.The antigravity device is not a 

large object, maybe three square feet, and easily fits on a tabletop. They took their oxygen suits off and walked over 

to their antigravity beds.  

Kewwords: Gyroscope,remote-controlled and propulsion,antigravity,antigravity beds, Dark energy, Zero gravity 

 

I. Introduction 

Some researchers patented nanotechnology, antigravity devices, and genetic techniques of all sorts by my teenage 

years.Physically, Sir Isaac Newton was not a large man. However, he had a large intellect, as shown by his 

discoveries on gravity, light, motion, mathematics, and more. Legend has it that Isaac Newton came up with 

gravitational theory in 1665, or 1666, after watching an apple fall.Dark energy is the name given to an unexplained 

force that is drawing galaxies away from each other, against the pull of gravity, at an accelerated pace. Dark energy 

is a bit like anti-gravity. Where gravity pulls things together at the more local level, dark energy tugs them apart on 

the grander scale.Dark energy is the name given to an unexplained force that is drawing galaxies away from each 

other, against the pull of gravity, at an accelerated pace. 

Dark energy is a bit like anti-gravity. Where gravity pulls things together at the more local level, dark energy tugs 

them apart on the grander scale. Its existence isn't proven, but dark energy is many scientists' best guess to explain 

the confusing observation that the universe's expansion is speeding up. Experts still don't know what's driving this 

force, but the quest to learn more about dark energy is one of cosmologists' top priorities. 

II. Methods and Materials 

The methods and materials have been discussed below: 

https://www.space.com/4623-cosmic-theory-unites-dark-forces.html
https://www.space.com/4623-cosmic-theory-unites-dark-forces.html
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Fig.1 Antigravity seen by practically 

Creation of Antigravity 

In a new study, published in the journal Nature, researchers discovered they can create a similar anti-gravity effect 

for buoyant objects by vibrating and levitating dense liquids in an enclosed glass chamber. 

 

No Zero Gravity 
Contrary to popular belief, there's no such thing as zero gravity. When astronauts orbit the earth, they're still subject 

to gravity, but they're moving sideways so quickly that even though they're being pulled toward the earth, they're not 

getting any closer to the planet's center. 

Which country has no gravity? 

 

 

Fig.2 The Faroe Islands 

 

Well, there is one on the Faroe Islands, where the water seems to move upward, i.e., defying the law of gravity. In 

fact, the waterfall, rather than defying gravity as the name suggests, goes upside down when strong gusts of wind 

blows against the flow of the waterfall. 

What would happen if Earth lost gravity? 

If the Earth's gravity is lost, all items held to the Earth's surface by gravity would float away. That includes the 

atmosphere, water, people, cars and animals. If you were lucky enough to be in a large building when gravity 

disappeared, you would not drift away, but you also would not have air to breathe. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=How+is+anti-gravity+created?%26rlz=1C1CHBD_enBD927BD927%26sxsrf=AOaemvKUWqwYI6ThXvURRNduT10-Ecu7FA:1633154179041%26tbm=isch%26source=iu%26ictx=1%26fir=TfbRbo9hOD4qxM,Mo55DI2M6M8vwM,_%26vet=1%26usg=AI4_-kQ--WWUHu3HCtbAyf0OEXYssov66g%26sa=X%26sqi=2%26ved=2ahUKEwidxtG1havzAhVjqpUCHeHKBIEQ9QF6BAgIEAE#imgrc=TfbRbo9hOD4qxM
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enBD927BD927%26output=search%26tbm=isch%26q=Which+country+has+no+gravity?%26source=iu%26ictx=1%26fir=yC0UUDDUl6x6BM,W_f9EQrXGZK0oM,_%26vet=1%26usg=AI4_-kSm-ikrGYOrEs5k4BG7jo11Z4-uyA%26sa=X%26ved=2ahUKEwiWlt_wjqvzAhV34zgGHVnlDBcQ9QF6BAgJEAE#imgrc=yC0UUDDUl6x6BM
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What will be happened if Earth stopped spinning? 

If the Earth stopped spinning suddenly, the atmosphere would still be in motion with the Earth's original 1100 mile 

per hour rotation speed at the equator.This means rocks, topsoil, trees, buildings, your pet dog, and so on, would be 

swept away into the atmosphere. 

What would happen if gravity stopped for 1 second? 

   

Fig.3 Massive Explosions of stopped of gravity for 1 second 

When gravity disappears for 1 second the outwards force balanced by the gravity would be released causing a 

massive explosion. In other star systems with more immense stars and natural phenomena such as pulsars and and 

especially black holes the explosions and expansions would be greater. 

What would happen if we lost gravity for five seconds? 

 

 

Fig.4 Effect of lost of gravity for 5 seconds 

 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enBD927BD927%26output=search%26tbm=isch%26q=What+would+happen+if+we+lost+gravity+for+five+seconds?%26source=iu%26ictx=1%26fir=Uuwc9EIpuEy1fM,pnBU_fZkECsVwM,_%26vet=1%26usg=AI4_-kQjVDxCrV1UY2w0s-ipZ6mmfFOkuQ%26sa=X%26ved=2ahUKEwiH5d-pkavzAhX3zTgGHTOiDE8Q9QF6BAgLEAE#imgrc=Uuwc9EIpuEy1fM
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If our planet were to lose gravity for even five seconds, it would spell the end of life on Earth as we know it. Gravity 

pulls objects toward one another. The more massive an object is, the stronger its gravitational pull. Without gravity, 

humans and other objects would become weightless. 

Do anti-gravity chambers exist? 

 

 

Fig.5 Creation of anti-gravity chambers 

Contrary to popular belief, NASA does not have "anti-gravity chambers" where people can float around like 

astronauts on the space station. But we do use several facilities to recreate the weightless, or microgravity, 

conditions of orbit. 

Is gravity a wave or a particle? 

If your question is about the force of gravity in relation to rest mass, the intermediating mechanism is not a wave 

and not a particle. It is vector space and the velocity is instantaneously. If your question is in relation to mass (like 

Dark matter), gravitation has wave properties and is bound to the speed of light. 

What is gravity waves made of? 

https://www.google.com/search?q=Do+anti-gravity+chambers+exist?%26rlz=1C1CHBD_enBD927BD927%26sxsrf=AOaemvJD4sVwIdO6C6nSZPDPe208z3Xo4w:1633195295302%26tbm=isch%26source=iu%26ictx=1%26fir=0m8NqvXeyZPiiM,LbcuV_mH0UsqLM,_%26vet=1%26usg=AI4_-kSRdvJ4kGU7ewKV-9cqDl3rY6GywA%26sa=X%26sqi=2%26ved=2ahUKEwjZ2rLLnqzzAhV-qJUCHT-0AXUQ9QF6BAgHEAE#imgrc=0m8NqvXeyZPiiM
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Fig.5 Creation of Gravity waves 

 

Compact binary inspiral gravitational waves are produced by orbiting pairs of massive and dense ("compact") 

objects like white dwarf stars, black holes, and neutron stars. 

How fast is gravity? 

 

 

Fig.5 Measurement of speed of gravity 

 

The best results, at the present time, tell us that the speed of gravity is between 2.993 × 10^8 and 3.003 × 10^8 

meters per second, which is an amazing confirmation of General Relativity and a terrible difficulty for alternative 

theories of gravity that don't reduce to General Relativity! 

 

Is artificial gravity real? 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enBD927BD927%26output=search%26tbm=isch%26q=What+is+gravity+waves+made+of?%26source=iu%26ictx=1%26fir=a7rvAnoygK9_JM,En-9fLhnJUYzIM,_%26vet=1%26usg=AI4_-kRY4sUyGt_xid9urblIQMMNhAhTvA%26sa=X%26ved=2ahUKEwiDtYe1n6zzAhWJb30KHbJmDMIQ9QF6BAgKEAE#imgrc=a7rvAnoygK9_JM
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enBD927BD927%26output=search%26tbm=isch%26q=How+fast+is+gravity?%26source=iu%26ictx=1%26fir=OaGNErv-HYATzM,hCOVeasVPUuGBM,_%26vet=1%26usg=AI4_-kT1Lm8e36N9QDnFwlwL006bCxyBPA%26sa=X%26ved=2ahUKEwiZ0rSUoKzzAhUVjuYKHZ3IBTsQ9QF6BAgIEAE#imgrc=OaGNErv-HYATzM
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Fig.6 Creation of Artificial Gravity 

 

Speculative or fictional mechanisms. In science fiction, artificial gravity (or cancellation of gravity) or "paragravity" 

is sometimes present in spacecraft that are neither rotating nor accelerating. At present, there is no confirmed 

technique that can simulate gravity other than actual mass or acceleration. 

 

 
 

Fig.7 Real antigravity 

The warping of spacetime, in the General Relativistic picture, by gravitational masses is what causes the 

gravitational force. It is assumed, but not experimentally verified, that antimatter masses will behave the same as 

matter masses in a gravitational field. LIGO/T. PYLE 

 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enBD927BD927%26output=search%26tbm=isch%26q=Is+artificial+gravity+real?%26source=iu%26ictx=1%26fir=E1OmJqjHjOOQUM,TB-jFf0Na9J41M,_%26vet=1%26usg=AI4_-kSQWoJnKuBTYid56BGH0hbC8lfbHQ%26sa=X%26ved=2ahUKEwiW8fy2oqzzAhW0uksFHRL3C8IQ9QF6BAgJEAE#imgrc=E1OmJqjHjOOQUM
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Fig.8 Trajectories of antihydrogen atoms from the ALPHA experiment.  

What is the anti-gravity element? 

The hypothetical element with Z = 145 is the unique among all elements whose nucleus has only anti-gravity 

property. It is proposed that this element be named Hawking, in honour of Stephen W. Hawking. 

Can gravity be reversed? 

 

Fig.9 Impossibility of anti-gravity 

Under general relativity, anti-gravity is impossible except under contrived circumstances. 

Does light cause gravity? 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enBD927BD927%26output=search%26tbm=isch%26q=Can+gravity+be+reversed?%26source=iu%26ictx=1%26fir=FiKIxGzJy_o41M,ZWmG33bSCEScIM,_%26vet=1%26usg=AI4_-kTlTe10ZQhRPhkPac5fqxmqyPYJvA%26sa=X%26ved=2ahUKEwiuheK9jrDzAhVxzjgGHQScBzoQ9QF6BAgJEAE#imgrc=FiKIxGzJy_o41M
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Light has energy, energy is equivalent to mass, and mass exerts gravitational force. Thus, light creates gravity, i.e. 

the bending of space-time.Thus, in order for light to generate a gravitational field like that of the Earth, it would 

need to have the mass (energy) of the Earth. 

Can gravity bend sound? 

Sound waves are pressure waves and depend on density so gravity which stratifies the atmospheric density affects 

sound waves through that. In solids and liquids to the extent that gravity stratifies them it will change the behaviour 

of sound waves. 

How can we oppose gravity? 

"One can imagine three ways of countering gravity. First, something can provide a force opposing that of gravity. 

Such forces are known for instance, objects can be levitated using magnetic or electrostatic repulsion. 

Does a paperclip have gravity? 

The paperclips are being pulled toward the Earth by gravity, but they can't fall because the string is holding them in 

the air. No matter which way we tilted the dowel rod, the paperclips were still being pulled straight toward the Earth 

by gravity 

Can a magnet defy gravity? 

Magnetism can pass through the air! The iron in the paperclip is attracted to the magnet and when held at the right 

distance, the magnet appears to “magically” defy the gravity of the paperclip. 

Why is gravity so weird? 

Why is gravity so weird? No force is more familiar than gravity- it's what keeps our feet on the ground, after all. If 

these extra dimensions exist and if gravity is able to “leak” into them it could explain why gravity seems so weak 

to us. 

Is gravity affected by relativity? 

 

 

Fig.10 gravity affected by relativity 

 

GETTING A GRIP ON GRAVITY Einstein's general theory of relativity explains gravity as a distortion of space 

(or more precisely, spacetime) caused by the presence of matter or energy. A massive object generates a 

gravitational field by warping the geometry of the surrounding spacetime. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=Is+gravity+affected+by+relativity?%26rlz=1C1CHBD_enBD927BD927%26sxsrf=AOaemvLJx3DqiZXTIaiGgjHp_aMwoa0Fqg:1633330429388%26tbm=isch%26source=iu%26ictx=1%26fir=FOGsCY3m7dTZ2M,3TE5PvRuHyMOQM,_%26vet=1%26usg=AI4_-kSQ1599na2c9Tc7wxtXf7JhjszOBA%26sa=X%26ved=2ahUKEwjU_6yAlrDzAhVdyjgGHc1eBgQQ9QF6BAgJEAE#imgrc=FOGsCY3m7dTZ2M
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Did Einstein believe in gravity? 

Einstein argued that gravity isn't a force at all. He described it as a curvature of time and space caused by mass and 

energy. Their math, laid down in 10 equations, explained how gravity could move around objects via a warped 

reality, accelerating without ever feeling any mysterious Newtonian forces. 

Does anti matter have anti gravity? 

The gravitational interaction of antimatter with matter or antimatter has not been conclusively observed by 

physicists. Most methods for the creation of antimatter (specifically antihydrogen) result in high-energy particles 

and atoms of high kinetic energy, which are unsuitable for gravity related study. 

Why is gravity not a force? 

 

 

Fig.11 Reason for why is gravity not a force 

 

In general relativity, gravity is not a force between masses. Instead gravity is an effect of the warping of space and 

time in the presence of mass. Without a force acting upon it, an object will move in a straight line.This explains why 

all objects fall at the same rate. 

 

III. Results and Discussion 

One of the most astonishing facts about science is how universally applicable the laws of nature are. Every particle 

obeys the same rules, experiences the same forces, and sees the same fundamental constants, no matter where or 

when they exist. Gravitationally, every single entity in the Universe experiences, depending on how you look at it, 

either the same gravitational acceleration or the same curvature of spacetime, no matter what properties it possesses. 

At least, that's what things are like in theory. In practice, some things are notoriously difficult to measure. Photons 

and normal, stable particles both fall as expected in a gravitational field, with Earth causing any massive particle to 

accelerate towards its center at 9.8 m/s2. Despite our best efforts, though, we have never measured the gravitational 

acceleration of antimatter. It ought to accelerate the exact same way, but until we measure it, we can't know. One 

experiment is attempting to decide the matter, once-and-for-all. Depending on what it finds, it just might be the key 

to a scientific and technological revolution.  

IV. Conclussions 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enBD927BD927%26output=search%26tbm=isch%26q=Why+is+gravity+not+a+force?%26source=iu%26ictx=1%26fir=yMDel0lI3VqDRM,hPHSJ1hHbp9hDM,_%26vet=1%26usg=AI4_-kSwfbI_X2MpoCAn87sn-YZ6WrJA2A%26sa=X%26ved=2ahUKEwjr5pnGl7DzAhWezDgGHZ_mDIUQ9QF6BAgKEAE#imgrc=yMDel0lI3VqDRM
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Many people seem to think NASA has secret training rooms in which gravity can be turned off. Aside from the 

long-running Anti Gravity column in Scientific American, however, there is no such thing as antigravity. Gravity is 

a force arising among any two masses in the universe 
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